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By DANNY PARISI

Artificial intelligence is poised to play a much larger role in the retail and marketing worlds soon with its market
value projected to reach $105.8 billion in the next seven years.

According to a new report from Tractica, artificial intelligence will become increasingly relevant over the next few
years with a significant number of major retailers and advertisers making use of the technology. For luxury brands,
AI can help them create the type of personalized experience that consumers expect.

"The types of challenges currently faced by the AI sector are to be expected as we move from a hype phase into a
reality phase as part of the cycle of market development," said Aditya Kaul, research director at Tractica, Boulder,
CO.

Artificial intelligence
Artificial intelligence has been in the popular consciousness for decades, but only recently has it come to be an
actual force in the business world.

Brands across sectors have begun using artificial intelligence and machine learning to streamline their data
analytics, personalize customer experiences and engage with the right target consumers.

According to Tractica's report, marketing and voice recognition software are currently two of the most popular uses
for AI that can have a direct benefit on a brand's ability to market and sell its  products.
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AI's growth. Image credit: Tractica

The primary category of usage of AI today is in the world of analytics.

Data is incredibly important, particularly for brands looking to personalize customer experience and target the right
consumers. But it can be prohibitively time consuming to crunch through large data sets for recognizable patterns.

AI presents an excellent solution with its ability to sort through large data sets independently.

Artificial intelligence can also be used to maintain these large data sets, helping to keep them updated without
laborious manual changes.

Machine learning
While artificial intelligence has often been thought of as a computerized solution lacking creativity, a recent report
from Fashionbi explains that AI-powered creativity will be a new frontier for fashion.

Through the use of data, fashion brands are now looking into creative solutions that build a unique strategy for
streamlining trends as well as personalization. AI is now also powering three facets of fashion, according to
Fashionbi's Artificial Intelligence in Retail report, such as customer service, product design and the shopping
experience (see story).

A number of major luxury brands have already begun implementing AI tools in a variety of inventive ways.

For example, French-Italian label Moncler is promoting its latest Genius collection through a sponsored story that
explores the potential bonds between man and machine.

AI use cases. Image credit: Tractica

A paid content campaign by The New York Times' marketing division T  Brand Studio showcases Kei Ninomiya's
Moncler designs on humanoid robot Sophia and actress and musician Ryan Destiny. Reflecting the conceptual
nature of the Genius series, the marketing initiative aims to make the audience contemplate (see story).

Similarly, Chinese ecommerce giant Alibaba is linking consumers' cars to their homes with an automotive artificial
intelligence solution.

The retailer's AI +  Car solution allows consumers to interact with their vehicles through its Tmall Genie voice
assistant, checking the car's status or controlling settings from their home. Daimler, Audi and Volvo are the first
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automakers to incorporate AI +  Car into their vehicles, with more brands expected to follow in the future (see story).

"Tractica sees these challenges as part of the maturity curve for AI, where the next few years will see a sobering of
expectations, while the momentum around use cases and applications continues to build," Mr. Kaul said.
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